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Abstract
This paper analyses, from an energy flow perspective, the implementation of smart lighting systems in street
lighting, where lights are dimmed to adapt to the flow of objects passing in a street. The research focus on the
sustainability perspective of implementing a transition to smart lighting systems when compared to regular LED
lighting. To account for externalities, the energy flow was addressed considering the extra electronic devices
used in a smart lighting system (controllers, motion sensors, radars, and computers).
To compare both traditional LED street lighting and smart lighting the paper started with a model of a
2.5-kilometre street, scaling up scenarios of the commune Ecublens, in the Swiss canton of Vaud, and then to
half and all residential streets of Switzerland were examined to understand if the gains in energy savings are
scalable.
The research shows that, even with the additional electronic devices, the smart lighting system reduces the
energy consumption of street lighting, even when considering the production of the extra components used.
Financially, the extra costs of implementing smart lighting systems are offset by the savings in electricity
consumption. Therefore, smart lighting systems for street lighting can be an environmentally and economically
beneficial project to implement.

Keywords: smart lighting, street lighting, sustainability, energy flow, energy savings
1. Introduction
In the light of the United Nations Sustainable Development goals, it is not only needed to combine efforts of public
policies, corporations, and civil society but also actions from the public sphere to minimize waste and optimize
processes, where public entities play not only the role of regulating and monitoring. Boons (2009) affirms that
sustainable development requires system changes in both production and consumption.
The development and success of those goals depends on innovation rather than continuing the activities like usual.
The Oxford Dictionary defines innovation as “A new method, idea or product”, where usually when relating to
tackling global or societal challenges, the expression of social innovation, which Stanford defines as: “A novel
solution to a social problem that is more effective, efficient, sustainable, or just than current solutions. The value
created accrues primarily to society rather than to private individuals”, is used. Clean technology innovations
address global problems, generating similar or better outcomes.
Hart and Milstein (1999) called sustainability a new factor that fosters creative destruction, generating an
unprecedented opportunity, this idea brings into light sustainability as the innovation, the development of new
products, services and as consequence, companies.
Bebbington et al. (2007) says that there is a widely recognized need for assessing the degree in which current
activities are unsustainable, turning off the lights is the most common answer to energy savings actions one could
take (Lundberg et al., 2019), yet public lights on the streets are continuously on, regardless of its usage. This paper
analyses, from an energy flow perspective, the implications of using smart lighting systems for public illumination,
and it gives the pathway for development, scaling up, and an assessment of this cleantech innovation value.
Schreuer (2017) shows the case of Belgium, the country with the world’s highest light pollution, where it leaves
street lighting on all night on roads, allegedly for security reasons, but the article shows that it might be due to
lobby and internal policies/governance of the country. In this regard, smart lighting could be a useful tool for
Belgium to reduce energy pollution, and electrical consumption, while leaving luminaires on, for the same
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allegedly security reasons.
There’s an economic pressure on cities to minimize costs and being more efficient with resources. The impact of
economic policies can be studied with material and energy flow models (Binder, 2007). Street lighting is an
essential factor in public energy expenditure, therefore, it’s crucial to implement street lighting systems that avoid
energy waste and pollution (Beccali et al., 2019).
According to the National Electrical Manufacturers Association of the USA (NEMA, 2015), the LED technology,
has a linear increase of energy per light emitted, when dimming, 100% of lumens have 100% of input power, while
20% of lumens have 20% of input power. This shows, that dimming the streetlights when there’s no flow of people,
could be useful to reduce the energy consumption of cities and maintain the sense of security levels from street
lighting (since it’s dimmed, not on and off). There are systems which regulate the amount of light needed according
to traffic or movement, which, when implemented in a systemic way are defined as “smart lighting”. To quantify
all energy flows of the processes an energy flow analysis was performed to identify possibilities to minimize the
environmental impact of street lighting.
1.1 Smart Lighting Systems: CityZen
This research project analyses CityZen smart lighting offer from an energy flow perspective, to understand how the
technology can be scaled and if it is more sustainable than not-connected LED street lighting systems. For CityZen,
a project using Schreders products by BG consulting, smart lighting is the regulation of street lighting to the
amount needed.
There are three products for smart lighting in the Schreder portfolio:
a. Stand-alone: One motion sensor per light, the light intensity increases, or it is initiated when there is a
movement close to it.
b. Autonomous network: Can have one or multiple motion sensors or radars, the lighting poles are connected
through WiFi signal, and a signal is passed to change the light intensity for multiple poles. It can act in accordance
with the time of the day (e.g., at 18h00 during winter street light must be at 100%, even if traffic is lower than
average, due to security or regulation) and to the flow (e.g., one car will increase the luminosity in 20%, two in
22%). It’s necessary in-situ management for changing system regulations.
c. Interoperable network: It works the same way as the autonomous network with the only difference that a
fixed lighting intensity can be set during certain hours. Each 150 lighting poles are connected to a server, which
sends the data to an off-site computer. This system allows to be managed from apart, also any problem in the
network is pointed in the computer and the maintenance can be done for the specific part on a given place.
This paper will focus on the interoperable network, a system that Schreder defined as the most innovative, which
minimizes maintenance costs and timing (since possible problems are managed on the computer) and generate data
to better optimize the system. There will also be a comparison of the same system but using LED lighting without
the dimming (constant light emitted all night) to understand the energy impact (positive or negative) from the
technology.
This smart lighting system uses the Ampera Schreder luminaire, which according to Schreder (2015) has a LED
lifetime (when exposed to a temperature of 25oC) of 100.000 hours, considering that there’s 4359 hours of
night-time per year in Ecublens (VD-CH), the lifetime of the light under this condition is almost 23 years.
Considering all digital systems in the interoperable network, it’s possible to assume that the lifetime of the
luminaire is higher than other hardwares and softwares in the system, considering past technological advancement
in the 23 years’ timeframe, there’ll be multiple software and hardware (computer, server, data centre) updates and
necessary changes.
When considering the costs of implementation for smart street LED lighting, the Los Angeles (USA)
implementation by Philips costed the city USD 57 million for 172.000 lights (Maddox, 2016), totalling around
USD 331,40, per light (considering the other system parts inside the cost of each lamp, e.g., servers). Another
provider of smart grid systems, Silver Springs (2013), charge USD 572 per light (USD 399 for the LED lamp, USD
49 for the network costs and USD 123 for software), for a city model with 50.000 lights, giving a ROI of 6 years
due to energy savings. Taking into consideration that cost savings is the major driver for energy efficiency projects
(De Groot et al., 2001).
This study considers a small testing scenario of a 2,5km street in Ecublens, the whole district of Ecublens and a
Switzerland’s scaling up for half of all luminaires in residential streets and for all luminaires in residential street,
being 10, 1050, 103 700, 207 400 respectively for the number of luminaires.
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2. Results
2.1 Smart Lighting Systeem: Opportuniities for Energyy Savings
Considerinng, that street lighting system
ms in Switzerlland have enerrgy input only during night-ttime, it’s necessary
to understtand the nightt hours in the examined reggion. There iss on average 44359 hours off night per ye
ear in
Ecublens, but this distribbution changess along the yeaar since there aare longer nighhts during wintter than summe
er.
me per month, shows that duuring summer there are less night
The Figuree 1, which illuustrates the aveerage night-tim
hours per month (arounnd 38% of thee time is nighht-time). The eenergy consum
mption is conssequently not only
dependentt on the variablle of passing ittems, but ratheer also on the sseason and its ccorrespondingg month.

Figure 1. Hourss of night per m
month (produced by the authhors, 2017)
Since the interoperable network can bbe adjusted too have a fixedd settings modde (continuous mode), within
n the
model the fixed settingss mode is durring a period w
with high flucctuation in moovement of iteems. This period is
when peopple are usuallyy commuting. Consequentlyy, the fixed setttings mode iss from 6am−9aam and 4pm−9pm,
shown on Table 2. The characteristics
c
of the two diffferent modes aare displayed inn Table 1.
Operating modees of the interooperable netwoork (produced bby the authorss, 2017)
Table 1. O
Operating mode
Minimum intensiity
Maximal Intensitty
Intensity by time
Influence of item
ms

A
Autonomous modde
440%
100%
F
Fluctuating intenssity
IInfluence by deteccted items

Fixed Settiings mode
80%
80%
Constant inntensity
No influennce by detected iteems

Based on the night houurs, the numbeer of hours opperating in thhe autonomouss and in the ffixed settings were
calculated (Annexes) peer season, as it is possible to see on Figuure 2. With sum
mmertime havving the least fixed
settings ussage due to lonnger day light pperiods.
Table 2. Composition for autonomous and fixed settiings modes (prroduced by thee authors, 20177)
S
Season

Mean of night hoours per day

W
Winter
S
Spring
S
Summer
F
Fall

14.47 ≈ 14
10.87 ≈ 11
9.56 ≈ 10
12.68 ≈ 13

A
Autonomous modee (fixed
ddespite season)
9 hours
9 hours
9 hours
9 hours
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Figure 2. Showing the composition oof the two diffeerent modes inn each season ((produced by tthe authors, 2017)
Based on tthe night hourss, the number of hours operaating in the auutonomous andd in the fixed settings mode could
c
be calculatted. The autonnomous mode uunchanges, reggardless of thee season. The rreason for that is, that it was used
the autonoomous mode onnly during the ‘main sleepingg hours’ whichh doesn’t variees much from sseason to seaso
on.
The average nightly vollume of itemss passing in reesidential streeets is importannt, when deterrmining the en
nergy
consumptiion of the autoonomous modee. Figure 3 illuustrates how thhe energy conssumption of the radar develo
ops in
dependenccy of the quanttity of items paassing.

Performan
nce of a radaar dependen
nt on passingg items
Developmen
nt of the radar cconsumption
1
0.8

0.8

8
0.8

0.8

0.6
0.4
0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0
No item No item

1st Item 2nd Item No item No item 3rd
d item No item

Figure 3. IIllustrates the development
d
oof the performaance dependennt on the variabble item (produuced by the authors,
2017)
It runs witth a constant value
v
if no item
m is detected. IIf an item is deetected, the performance increases by a disstinct
value. Thee radar has hennce two differrent values forr the energy pperformance. T
The same goess for the lumin
naire,
with the LED energy perrformance incrreasing linearlyy to lumens em
mitted.
mmunicate withh a luminaire m
making them aware
a
When an iitem is detected by the radarr or motion sennsor, they com
that they sshould preparee to increase tthe intensity oof light. Thereffore, one can identify that tthe communication
between m
motion sensor or
o radar and thhe luminaire caan be considereed as a chain oof cause and efffect. There are
e two
different sscenarios, whicch can occur; The first scennario Figure 4 is when no iitem is detecteed. In this case the
luminaire remains consttant at its low intensity leveel. Figure 5 shhows the seconnd scenario, inn which an ite
em is
detected, aand the luminaaire is afterwarrds increasing iits intensity to almost one huundred per cennt in a linear way.
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Intensity of lightt dependent o
on time and
item
ms detected
50%

Intensity of light dependent on time and
items deteected

40%
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M AM AM
AM AM AM

Figuure 4. Developpment of light iintensity (prodduced by the auuthors, 2017)

In
ntensity of light dependent o
on time and
items detected
120%
100%

Intensity of ligh
ht dependent on
n time and itemss
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deteccts item
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Figure 5.
5 Light intensiity in case of ddetected item (pproduced by thhe authors, 2017)
Since LED
D energy consuumption is lineear, it’s possibble to observe a similar patteern on the enerrgy consumptio
on of
the system
m in the autonomous mode.
When an iitem was deteccted, the light iintensity increaases linear to 1100% and decrreases linear back to 40% off light
intensity. T
The cycle of inn- and decreasee lasts for three seconds and that the items are passing att different mom
ments
in each hoour to simplifyy the model. Fiigure 6a illustrrates the in- annd decrease off light intensityy. Figure 6b sh
hows
the simpliified model to
t calculate tthe energy coonsumption oof one single intensity, ussing the luminaire
performannce data (eq. 1)).
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Figure 66. Showing the development
d
of the intensity (a)) and simplifyinng calculation off the intensity (bb) (Produced by the
auuthors, 2017)

The used lluminaire ‘Am
mpera Midi’ has a range of peerformance bettween 45 W annd 150 W Thee performance in W
per intensiity (%) is seen in equations 11.

(1)
Ii = Intensiity in per cent [%]
MinP = M
Minimal availabble performancce [W]
MaxP = M
Maximal availabble performance [W]
Using thiss data, togetheer with the nuumbers of item
ms passing annd night hourss per season, it was possib
ble to
determine the energy consumption of the smart lighhting per year. As for the steaady state LED
D lighting syste
em, it
was consiidered steady state of energgy input durinng all night-tiime. In case oof the smart system the en
nergy
consumptiion of the additional electronnical devices w
was consideredd.
The energgy consumptionn of the four scenarios is illlustrated in T
Tables 3 and 4 for the convventional and smart
s
lighting syystem respectivvely. Figure 7 ggives a compaarison of the ennergy consumpption for each system.
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Table 3. Energy consumption [kJ/y] of each process in different scaling up scenarios of the conventional lighting
system (produced by the authors, 2017)
System

Luminaires
Radars
Controllers
Segment controllers
Internal server
Computers
Total energy
consumption

Conventional lighting system - Energy Consumption
1st scenario
2nd scenario
3rd scenario
The commune of Ecublens
Half of all residential streets in
Switzerland
18 921 600
1 968 768 000
196 216 992 000
18 921 600
1 968 768 000
196 216 992 000

4th scenario
All residential streets of
Switzerland
392 433 984 000
392 433 984 000

Table 4. Energy consumption [kJ/y] of each process in different scaling up scenarios of the smart lighting system
(Produced by the authors, 2017)
System
1st scenario

Luminaires
Radars
Controllers
Segment controllers
Internal server
Computers
Total energy
consumption

15 424 061
19 205
236 520
23 652
473 040
21 310
16 197 788

Smart lighting system – Energy Consumption
2nd scenario
3rd scenario
The commune of Ecublens
Half of all residential streets in
Switzerland
1 619 526 353
159 947 507 400
2 016 571
199 160 413
24 834 600
2 452 712 400
165 564
16 351 416
496 692
49 054 248
22 378,73
2 216 560
1 647 042 159
162 667 002 400

4th scenario
All residential streets in
Switzerland
319 895 014 800
398 320 826
4 905 424 800
32 702 832
98 108 496
4 411 810
325 333 983 600

The energy input from the process ‘distribution grid’ to the processes of the luminaires was compared, as both
systems are steady-state systems, the imports equal the exports. Therefore, it doesn’t matter whether the imports
or exports are compared to each other. The imports of the conventional system are 18,921.60 megajoules per
year, whereas the imports of the smart lighting system are 16,183.03 megajoule per year. The comparison of
these two figures or flows already indicates a difference in energy supply of approximately 2,738.57 megajoules
per year for a street with two intersections. The implementation of the smart system in the second scenario of
whole Ecublens goes along with a decrease of about 321,725.84 megajoules in energy supply per year. The
impact of an implementation of the smart light system in these four scenarios based on the assumptions done
indicates, that an increase of efficiency in energy use could be achieved.
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2.2 Impactt on Emissionss and the Correesponding Higgh Investmentss

Megajoule/year

En
nergy consum
mption of th
he lighting syystems

1st sscenario

2
2nd scenario

3rd scenario

4th scenaario

Smart

16,197.79

1
1,647,042.16

162,667,002.4
40

325,333,98
83.60

Conventional

18,921.60

1,968,768

196,216,992

392,433,9
984

Figure 7. Energy consuumption [MJ] iin different scaaling up scenarrios of the smaart lighting sysstem (Produced
d by
the aauthors, 2017)
Figure 7 sshows that thee smart lightinng system has an overall rreduction of eenergy consum
mption, this en
nergy
reduction can be translatted into returnn on investmennt when changging street lighhting systems. Considering global
challengess, the EU direcctive (Europeaan Commissionn, 2013) to LE
ED for street liighting and couuntries tendency to
reduce eneergy consumpttion, the changge towards LED
D lights becom
mes inevitable.
When stakkeholders needd to decide betw
ween a smart or non-smart L
LED system, cconsidering thee 30% premium on
the cost off smart, the RO
OI considers thhe break-even date achieved, while profit iis over the lum
minaire lifetime. As
is possiblee to see from Table
T
5, the proofit over lifetim
me increases w
with the additioon of new lumiinaires.
Table 5. E
Energy Savingss and Financiaals, comparingg smart and reegular LED ligghting (Producced by the autthors,
2017)
Scenario
10 luminaaires
Whole Eccublens
Half of CH
H residential streeets
All CH reesidential streets

Number oof
Luminairees
10
1 050
103 700
207 400

Energy Savings per year
(kWh)
756,61
89 368,229
9 319 4441,56
18 638 889,00

ROI (Month/Y
Year)

Profit oover lifetime (CHF
F)

M03Y15
M07Y13
M10Y12
M10Y12

883,36
126 898,41
14 229 934,50
28 459 889,27

The profit per luminairee can be translated into the eequation: y = 44.8967ln(x) + 80.449, wheree y is the profiit per
luminaire and x the num
mber of luminaaires, the R2 ffor the equatioon is 0,961. Thhis profit meanns 6.63% returrn on
investmennt for the wholle Switzerlandd, or 5.83% forr Ecublens ovver the investm
ment on steadyy-state LED sy
ystem
for the lifeetime.
This energgy reduction iss not only trannslated into finnancial return over the streeet lighting infraastructure, butt also
reduces CO
O2eq emissionns, Table 6 shoows the CO2eqq reduction (w
when comparingg smart and regular LED sysstems)
per year. T
The CO2eq reeduction per yyear can be traanslated into tthe following equation y = 2.9661x - 77.038,
where x iss the number of luminaires, w
with an R2 of 1, when considdering the carbon equivalent for the Switzerland
produced energy, a greater reductionn is seen for energy importted, representting for all residential stree
ets in
Switzerlannd a global redduction in carbbon footprint oof 0.002%, whhen considerinng the carbon eemissions for 2014
(World Baank, 2014).
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Table 6. C02eq in two scenarios, comparing smart and regular LED lighting (Produced by the authors, 2017)
Scenario
10 luminaires
Whole Ecublens
Half of CH residential streets
All CH residential streets

Number of Luminaires
10
1 050
103 700
207 400

CO2 eq Reduction (kg/year) CH
24.97
2 949.15
307 541.57
615 083.34

CO2 eq Reduction (kg/year) Imports
97.60
11 528.51
1 202 207.96
2 404 416.68

2.3 Sensitivity Analysis on Variable ‘ItemPass’
These results are based on a consistent number of passing items during the autonomous mode of the smart
lighting system. Since the number of passing items has an essential impact on the energy consumption of the
radar and the luminaire, Table 7 shows the results of a sensitivity analysis of the variable ‘ItemPass’ on the total
energy consumption (TEC) in four different scenarios. An increase of passing items goes along with a higher
energy consumption due to a longer duration at an intensity of 100%, which requires the full performance of the
luminaire. The scenarios 1, 2, and 3 shows that the energy savings change marginally. The fourth scenario, which
illustrates an increase of 100% of the variable ‘ItemPass’, leads to a decrease of almost 5.98% in energy savings.
An increase of 100% is equal to one item passing every 2.5 minutes.
The results of the four scenarios examined strengthen the hypothesis, that a long-term study and a detailed
simulation such as a Monte Carlo Simulation is necessary to develop for each residential district an appropriate
model. Adapting the model of a 2.5 kilometres street with two intersections for each residential street of
Ecublens or whole Switzerland is not detailed enough to meet the local circumstances and needs, which vary
from location to location.
Table 7. Sensitivity analysis for passing items and energy consumption kJ/year (Produced by the authors, 2017)

Total Energy Consumption
Conventional Lighting
Model
Constant Energy consumption
(No influence by variable
‘Passitem’)
Radar
Luminaire
Total Energy Consumption
∆ to Conventional

Model
+/- 0%
18 921 600

1st scenario
+10%
18 921 600

2nd scenario
+25%
18 921 600

3rd scenario
+40%
18 921 600

4th Scenario
+100%
18 921 600

754 522

754 522

754 522

754 522

754 522

19,205
15,409,278
15,428,483
-22.64%

19,233.8
15,412,818.5
15,432,052.3
-22.61%

19,276.4
15,419,561.9
15,438,838.3
-22.56%

19,318.96
15,423,476.5
15,442,795.5
-22.53%

19,489.25
15,444,756
16,218,767.25
-16.66%

2.4 Energy Flow Along the Value Chain
The energy savings identified for the four scenarios goes along with an additional use of electronical devices.
These electronical devices require a huge amount of energy during their production. From an environmental
point of view, the additionally emerging energy consumption during their production must be considered, if it
comes to an overall assessment of the energy use along the value chain. Zundritsch and Hewes (2017) calculated
the additional energy consumption during the production. Table 8 shows the impact of the additional energy
consumption on the energy savings in megajoule and per cent per year. The 1st scenario ensures still energy
savings of approximately 2 732.81 megajoules per year or 16.82 %. Whereas the 4th scenario points out 67 100
000.40 megajoules saved per year or 20.29%.
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Table 8. Energy Consumption during production of the additionally used electronical devices included
(Zundritsch & Hewes, 2017)

Total Energy Consumption Smart
Additional energy consumption of electronical devices
(during production broke down per year)
Total Energy Consumption Smart including additional energy
consumption
Total Energy Consumption conventional
∆ Total Energy Consumption
Conventional – Smart including additional energy consumption
∆ %

1st scenario
Model of 2.5 kilometers
16 197.79 MJ/y
397.72 MJ/y

4th scenario
All residential streets of Switzerland
325 333 983.60 MJ/y
916 527.76 MJ/y

16 595.51 MJ/y

326 250 511.40 MJ/y

18 921.60 MJ/y
- 2 723.81 MJ/y

392 433 984.00 MJ/y
- 67 100 000.40 MJ/y

- 16.82%

-20.29%

For instance, these two scenarios including the energy consumption occurring during the production of the
additionally used electronical devices shows, that the integral assessment according to the energy flow leads in
case of switching from a conventional lighting to a smart lighting system still to energy savings.
3. Methods
To better understand the lighting consumption, the variation in sunlight during the year was analysed. Since the
distribution grid only sends the electrical signal when it’s dark, it is relevant to understand the hours of
night-time during the year, to better assess the electricity input.
To calculate the yearly and monthly sunlight time (to calculate the night-time), firstly the latitude for the region
of Ecublens 46.5296o was identified. Afterwards the solar hour, the theta (which is a ratio of pi, the day per hour
divided by the number of days in a year), the solar declination (the angle in radians which represents the solar
angle towards the earth) was calculated. Based on these results it was possible to define the cosZ (which is a
function of the latitude, solar declination and solar hour) and the arcossin of cosZ. In case of the arcossin of cosZ
is higher than 90o, it is night and if it is lower, sunlight is available. The data computed shows the sunlight angle
per hour for each day of the year to be able to calculate the days and months of the Julian calendar.
3.1 System Model
The unique characteristic of cleantech innovations such as the smart lighting system exists in providing light on
demand. Both energy flow analysis models don’t contain any type of energy storage processes and are therefore
not dependent on time. These circumstances imply constant flows and stocks:
(0) =

( ),

=0

(2)

The first step in the definition of the system boundaries was identifying the different types of districts; residential,
commercial, industrial, pedestrian, and school districts. Due to cities heterogenous characteristics the model must
be broke down to a smaller scale, which represents only one type of district to be very close to reality. According
to Schreder’s data, smart public lighting systems are most useful when implemented in residential or industrial
districts. An exact example of the desired neighbourhood is outlined in red and can be seen in the Quartier du
Croset. Based on this residential street with help of GIS and Google Maps to calculate the average spacing
between the streetlamps to get the number of streetlights used. Figure 8 and table 9 shows the important
parameters determining the systems characteristics.
Table 9. Explanatory Street taken in Ecublens, VD and the Spatial System Boundary Definition (produced by the
authors, 2017)
Parameter
City district
Number of intersections
Total street length
Spacing of street lights
Number of street lights

Value
Residential
2
2.5 km
25 m
10
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Figure 8.. Explanatory Street
S
taken inn Ecublens, VD
D and the Spatiial System Bouundary Definittion (produced
d by
the aauthors, 2017)
w
The modell developed inncludes all releevant processes, which are aaffected by chaanging the lighhting system within
a city. Hennce, externalitiies such as thee additional occcurring energyy consumptionn due to the usse of internet is
i not
consideredd. The energy input to the luuminaires and electronical deevices comes from the distriibution grid, which
w
sends an eenergy flow onnly during nighht-time (the disstribution gridss in Switzerlannd have a solarr light sensor and
a a
timer, to reegulate the eneergy input to sstreet lighting systems only during the nigght, reinforcingg the importance of
calculatingg the day/nightt-time in the reegion).
This projeect used qualitaative and semii quantitative m
methods to anaalyse the energgy flows of thhe conventional and
the smart llighting system
ms. A semi-struuctured interviiew with a reppresentative off Schreder to ddiscuss the diffferent
available llighting system
ms was follow
wed by data coollection for thhe structure of an energy floow model using the
Stan softw
ware. Based onn a deep analysis on how tthe two system
ms operate, thhe processes aand flows coulld be
identified and calculatedd for a model w
with a 2,5km long residential street with ttwo intersectioons. Thereupon the
savings inn energy and emissions coould be analyysed in differrent scenarioss in case of switching fro
om a
conventionnal lighting model
m
to a smarrt lighting model. Examininng the crucial iinfluence factoor of passing items
i
with the heelp of a sensitiivity analysis ffacilitated to sccrutinize the aassumptions annd calculationss made. Further, the
study on thhe Return on Innvestments off the smart lighhting system w
was performed.
3.2 Semi-SStructured Inteerview
To understand better the different sm
mart lighting syystems, an intterview with a representativve from Schreder’s
s
team in Caarrouge (Switzzerland) was peerformed. Thee primary goal of this intervieew was to undderstand what smart
lighting foor street usage is and which products Schrreder has on its portfolio regarding this teechnology. Furrther,
what the m
main applicatiions of the different lightinng systems inccluding the coonventional ligghting systemss are.
There are tthree smart ligghting productss on Schreder’’s portfolio:
a)

Standd alone

b)

Autonomous netwoork

c)

Interooperable netwoork

This research focuses onn the interoperaable network aas the most innnovative one oof Schreder’s pportfolio combining
features oof the ‘Stand alone’ product and the ‘A
Autonomous N
Network’ prodduct. The maain purpose of the
interoperabble network iss to offer a sollution as a com
mbination of aautonomous annd adjusted fuunctions. It offfers a
light manaagement system
m, which faciilitates adjustinng the mode aand its settingss. The light m
management sy
ystem
enables m
managing the operation and m
maintenance oof streetlights m
more easily, w
which represennts an advantage in
reducing thhe maintenancce costs of street lighting.
The smart lighting system
m of Schrederr offers a broadd range of lum
minaires per cattegory, which ddiffer in design
n and
intensity. T
The most com
mmon luminairee used in residdential districtss is the Amperra, which attraacts customers with
its high eff
fficiency and shhort payback pperiod [Monet,, Schreder].
There are three types off the Ampera; Mini, Midi, M
Maxi. The ‘Minni’ is primarilyy used on residential streets with
an energy consumption between
b
10 annd 76 W. The ‘M
Midi’ is used ffor commerciaal streets and sttreets with a mix
m of
commerciaal and residenntial demand. T
The energy coonsumption inn this case varries between 336 and 201 W.. The
third type of the Ampera product liine is the ‘M
Maxi’, which iis used for booulevards andd highways with a
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consumption between 86 and 279 W. In our case, the Ampera Midi is used to meet the demands of a residential
district including commercial businesses for households needs. Moreover, using the middle-class product
Ampera ‘Midi’ allows us to meet the demands of a commercial street as well as the demands of a residential
district. And consequently, enables an analysis of different scenarios of Scaling up more realistic.
3.3 Primary Data Collection
Besides the semi-structured interview, another source of primary data collection was counting passing items at a
residential street at two different days between 10pm and 11pm (Table 10) to have a more realistic number of
passing items during the autonomous mode, which is operating during the deep ‘sleeping hours’. In our model,
the number 12 was taken for a more conservative calculation.

Table 10. Average counted items (Produced by the authors, 2017)
Measurement time
09.00 PM – 10.00 PM

1st: Counted items
12

2nd: Counted items
11

Another primary source of data was the analysis on solar hours in Ecublens (explained in chapter 2).
3.4 Secondary Data Collection
To bring the energy flow model as close as possible to the real consumption data, the consumption of the
processes was calculated according to developed equations, which model the energy consumption dependent on
its influences:
a) Energy consumption of the smart lighting system processes: LED luminaire, radar, controller, internal
server and computer Energy Consumption of the conventional lighting system: LED luminaire
b) Financial: the costs of the smart lighting system divided per luminaire (the data was gathered from Philips
and Silver Springs, both providers of smart lighting systems. The product costs CHF 331.40 (Maddox, 2016),
respectively CHF 572.00 (Silver Springs 2013) for the one from Silver Springs. The average price was used).
For all the calculations the most expensive model for the calculation was taken. Also, energy scope provided the
pricing for the regular LED lighting system, for the same luminaire, with this data was possible to calculate the
price difference between the regular and smart system and infer the same pricing difference for Philips.
c)

Data from the energy price in Vaud (Switzerland) per kWh for industries, with high energy usage.

d)

CO2eq: The carbon equivalent emission per kWh of energy produced in Switzerland

3.5 Calculation of Flows in the Smart Lighting System
Breaking the energy consumption down to each process of the smart lighting system, there is:
a) The radar: Its consumption is not a constant value. It is rather dependent on the passing items (people,
vehicles, animals, etc.). With every passing item, the radars consumption increases. Function of the process:
detecting a moving item to communicate the detection to the luminaire to prepare for an increase in intensity
b) The motion sensor is already included in some of the luminaires and have the same function as the radar but
are not so precise. The energy consumption of the motion sensors is so low, that it can be neglected.
c)

LED luminaire: The energy consumption is constant or linear depending on its adjusted mode

d) Controller (LuCo): The energy consumption of the controller, which is situated on every luminaire,
communicates with the controllers of the other luminaires and the radars. It is running throughout the year to
send requested data for the light management.
e)

Segment Controller is required for every 150 luminaires to have more preciseness in communication.

f) Computer: the computer/tablet serves to monitor the system, intervene (by adjusting the settings for
example), to check for maintenance problems, or to see data (e.g., energy consumption)
g)

Internal Server: The internal server compiles and processes the data between the controllers

Starting at the starting point of the chain of cause and effect leads to firstly computing the consumption of the
radars and motion sensors. Considering, that the radars energy consumption changes with passing items, its
consumption was calculated according to the equation 3.
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× 365
× 1,5 × 1ℎ
+
3600

×

(3)

ECRy = Energy consumption of the radars per year
n = Number of radars used
DetecEnergy = Additional energy consumption because of detected item
ConstantEnergy= Constant energy consumption despite item detected or not
On the other hand, the installed motion sensors are integrated in some of the luminaires. The motion sensors
energy consumption is not dependent on the quantity of items detected, but rather a constant value and is in our
case neglectable because of its very low energy consumption.
The system operates in two modes. The fixed settings mode is during the ‘Rush hours’ between 4pm-10pm and
6am-9am. Whereas the autonomous mode is working during the ‘deep sleeping hours’ between 10pm and 6pm.
The night hours are calculated as a mean for each of the four seasons according to the equation 4 to have a
representative day for each season.
=

(4)

nj = the mean of night hours per day for seasonj
mt = total night hours in monthi
di = days in monthi
Based on the average night-time, and considering the main sleeping hours, it was possible to develop a model for
the light intensity dependent on the passing items by time for each season. The used luminaire ‘Ampera Midi’
has a range of performance between 45 W and 150 W.
First, a function of the performance dependent on the light intensity was needed. This can be done through
scaling of the performance range. The equation to calculate the performance dependent on the intensity is seen
on equation 5.
=

+

×

(5)

100

= {10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90}
The next step was computing the duration at each intensity. Two different scenarios must be distinguished. The
formula for each luminaire is seen at equation 6.
≈

%

=

,

×
%

= 1ℎ

−

≈

×

(6)

%

t≈I=100% = Duration of passing items at light intensity ≈100% [h]
tI=40% = Duration at light intensity 40% [h]
The value for the autonomous working time is t≈I=100% in seconds per hour. The dimming settings are adjusted at
an intensity level of 40%. The fixed settings mode is working with an adjusted intensity, which is constant. The
recommended fixed settings by Schreder is at a light intensity of approximately 70%.
After computing the unknown variables, the energy consumption for the four representative nights for each
season can be calculated according the equation 7.
ECdj = ha x ( tI=40% x PI=40% + t≈I=100% x PI=100% ) + hf x PI=70%
ha = hours in autonomous mode
hf = hours in fixed settings mode
ECd,j = Energy consumption per day in season j per luminaire
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Finally, the final consumption per year of each luminaire could be calculated:
=

∑

×

(8)

,

ECLy = Energy consumption throughout the whole year per luminaire [W/year]
ECd, j = Energy consumption per night in seasonj per luminaire [W/day, lum]
The value of ‘ECLy’ is equal to the value of the flow ‘Energy Supply’ to each luminaire.
The transmission and heat losses are also known as dissipation losses. Those losses are described as an
additional energy consumption, which is used by the luminaire to provide light. The amount of energy wasted is
calculated as the percentage of the energy demand of each LED luminaire. Calculated according to the equation
9.
=

×

, %

(9)

The street lighting LED losses of energy is around 30 and 35 percent (Ette et al., 2009). The arithmetical mean
between 30 and 35 percent was used to calculate the emitted losses by the luminaire; 32.5%. The value of the
losses is equal to the flows ‘Energy Losses’ leaving the process of a luminaire. By setting up the equations, the
value of the flow ‘Energy emitted’ leaving the process of the luminaire, was calculated.
The controller used in this system is the LUCO NXP, which controls the LED driver and the ballasts. It is the
main process, which is responsible for the communication between the luminaires, sensors and radars in the
autonomous mode. The performance of the controller varies between 0,7W and 0,8W. The controller is working
throughout the year with a constant value of energy consumption. For this model, the mean of 0,75W was used.
The equation 10 shows the calculation of the energy consumption for the controller.
= 0,75

(10)

× 24 × 365

ECCy = Energy consumption of controller per year [Wh]
The system is in steady-state and works even when LED lights are off (constantly receiving input to remain or
change the state). Consequently, the input flows must be equal to the output flows. Therefore, the value of ECCy
is equal to the flows ‘Energy Supply’ and ‘Energy emitted’.
The segment controller has the same function as the controller described before. It contributes to more
preciseness in communication between the electronical devices. This segment controller is used for every 150
luminaires. In case of having 151 luminaires two segments controller are required. The energy consumption for
each segment controller is the same of the LUCO NXP:
1ℎ
× 24 × 365
3600
ECSCy = Energy Consumption of a segment controller per year [Wh]
=

= 0.75

×

(11)

The in- and output flow ‘Energy Supply’ and ‘Energy Emitted’ of the controller are equal to the value of
‘ECSCy’.
As for the data storage and management between controllers there is a server, whose energy consumption is
dependent on the amount of data generated by the controllers. The server’s main purpose is to provide the
lighting management system, which offers adjusting the settings and modes of each luminaire. Estimating the
energy consumption of the server was challenging due to a broad range of servers available. In our case a server
with a performance of 50W (Joel Hruska, 2012), is used. The performance of 50W is only achieved if the server
is fully load. Assuming a load of approximately 30% lead to the following equation 12.
= 50 ,

= 0.3 × 50

× 24ℎ

× 365

(12)

For usage of the lighting management system a computer in form of a tablet or PC is needed. Considering that
the latter is more portable, considering a tablet for the management, with an iPad 2 from Apple. Its performance
is 3,16W with display on and 0,45W in sleeping mode (Apple, 2012). Assuming two hours per day of usage of
the lighting management, the energy consumption of the tablet was calculated according to the following
equation 13.
= 3,16

× 2ℎ + 0,45
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ECComy = Power consumption of the computer per year [Wh/year]
All equations explained were used to calculate the values of the energy flows and can be found in detail in the
annexes.
3.6 Calculation of Flows in the Conventional LED Lighting System
For comparability of both systems, for the conventional LED the same luminaire was used with the only
difference, that it is operating without the additional electrical devices such as motion sensors, controllers, radars,
computers, and servers.
Due to the fact, that no electronical devices are used, the only way to operate the luminaires is throughout fixed
settings. The intensity is constant at 70%. Based on that the energy consumption of a luminaire was computed
according 14 and 15:
ECdj = hf x tI =70%
= ∑

(14)

×

(15)

,

The flow ‘Energy Supply’ is equal to the value of ‘
′. The transmission and heat losses were calculated
according to equation 16 and are equal to the value of the flow ‘Energy Losses’ leaving the process ‘luminaire’.
×

=

32.5%
100

(16)

Setting up the equation (Annex) for each process of the luminaires leads to the values of the flows ‘Emitted
Energy’ leaving the process ‘luminaire’.
3.7 Assessment Indicators of Resource Efficiency
The two energy flow models of the conventional LED lighting system and the smart lighting system facilitate an
analysis by comparing the two models with the help of assessment indicators. A commonly used assessment
indicator is the transfer coefficient. The transfer coefficient describes the partitioning of the input flow of the
substance energy within a process x in output flow j.
Because of the issue, that the luminaire used is the same in the conventional and the smart lighting system, the
energy losses due to transmission and heat losses are also of the same magnitude. Moreover, having a
steady-state system requires to assess the resource efficiency on another basis than on the transfer coefficient.
Another indicator, which facilitated to assess the efficiency in energy is to compare the energy input from the
process ‘distribution grid’ to the processes of the luminaires and in case of the smart system also to the additional
electronical devices. A direct comparison of the energy flow ‘Energy Supply’ between the two systems was
performed.
3.8 Scaling up: Opportunity for Savings
The purpose of the case study on lighting systems is to illustrate the development of the energy flows in different
scaling up scenarios. It was considered that the average number of lamps and sensors would be equal to the case
study boundaries of 2.5 km.
The equation for calculating the quantities needed for each scaling up scenario is done according to the following
equations:
=

1

×

150
=

=

4

×

10
=

1
1000

×

=

×

(17)

The internal server’s capacity needed stays constant, hence it is independent from the number of luminaires
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needed, the increased amount of processing power needed was translated in increasing servers used. For
computers was used the same methodology with one more table per 1000 luminaires. Tables 11 and 12 shows the
number of items needed for the conventional and smart lighting system respectively.
Table 11. Quantities of each element in different scaling up scenarios in comparison [-] (Produced by the authors,
2017)
System

Conventional lighting system
2nd scenario
3rd scenario
The commune of Ecublens
Half of all residential streets in
Switzerland
1050
103 700
1050
103 700

1st scenario

Luminaires
Radars
Controllers
Segment controllers
Internal server
Computers
Total quantity

10
10

4rd scenario
All residential streets of
Switzerland
207 400
207 400

Table 12. Quantities of each element in different scaling up scenarios in comparison [-] (Produced by the authors,
2017)
System

Smart lighting system
2nd scenario
3rd scenario
The commune of Ecublens
Half of all residential streets in
Switzerland
1050
103 700
420
41 480
1050
103 700
7
691
1
104
1
104
2529
249 779

1st scenario

Luminaires
Radars
Controllers
Segment controllers
Internal server
Computers
Total quantity

10
4
10
1
1
1
27

4th scenario
All residential streets of
Switzerland
207 400
82 960
207 400
1 383
207
207
499 557

Calculation of the Scaling up flows in the smart lighting system:
,

= 1,542,406.05

×

= 4,801.36

×

,
,
,

= 23,652

= 23,652
,

×

×

= 21,313.08

×

Calculation of the Scaling up flows in the conventional lighting system:
,

= 1.892.160,0

×

(18)

When considering costs, since both luminaires are the same, and ceteris paribus for all other conditions, the cost
of replacement parts should be the same. The maintenance cost is lower on the interoperable network because the
problem is already known through the interface, this reduces maintenance time. The employee/hour dedicated to
managing the system through the interface, was the same as the reduction in maintenance costs.
For the system cost it was multiplied the most expensive luminaire (CHF 572 and CHF 400 for smart and
conventional luminaires) by the number of luminaires in each of the four models, adding the electricity
consumption per year in kWh, that was multiplied by the electricity cost for industrial users in Vaud of CHF
0.1496 per kWh (Romande Energie, 2015). Then it was calculated the difference between the smart and
conventional lighting costs, and modelling, with the Excel solver tool for which year it would become zero
(through the parameters where the years had to be bigger or equal than zero, and smaller than 23 years, all
calculations and solver can be seen at the Excel spreadsheet ‘Excel Model’ sent as attachment), to calculate the
ROI, later it was calculated on 23 years the return.
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Similar calculation was developed
d
for the carbon equuivalent emisssion, considerinng 33 gCO2/kW
Wh (Energy Sc
cope,
2017) for energy produuced in Switzeerland and thee difference bbetween both smart and connventional lighting
carbon eqquivalent emisssion per kWhh consumed. Since the eleectricity distriibuted is not only generate
ed in
Switzerlannd, but it was also
a consideredd a second model using the ddata from the ccarbon equivallent emission of
o the
Switzerlannd’s energy currrent consideriing imports of 129 gCO2/kW
Wh (Energy Scoope, 2017).
3.9 Sensitiivity Analysis
One of thee challenges was to estimate the number off passing itemss. Since this nuumber influencces the autonom
mous
mode deciisively a sensittivity analysis of the variablee ‘ItemPass’ on the total eneergy consumption per year (T
TEC)
was perforrmed for four different
d
scenaarios. The fourr scenarios shoow an increase of 10%, 25%,, 40% and 100
0% of
the variablle ‘ItemPass’.
As the vvariable ‘ItemP
Pass’ influencces only the radars and luminaires ennergy consum
mption, the en
nergy
consumptiions of the otheer processes reemain constantt.
1st Scenariio: Increase off 10%
(

)
%

(

=

3rd Scenarrio: Increase off 40%
(

)
%

=

2nnd Scenario: Inncrease of 25%
%
%

)

=

4tth Scenario: Inccrease of 100%
%
(

)
%

=

3.10 Considering the Addditional Energgy Consumptioon of the Electrronical Devicees Used
mart lighting sy
ystem,
In case of having energyy savings due tto switching frrom a conventiional lighting ssystem to a sm
t
the additioonally emerginng energy consumption duriing the producction of the eleectronical devvices must be taken
into considderation to facilitate an overaall assessment from the enviironmental view
w.
4. Discusssion
The energgy flow modeel can be interpreted in ddifferent ways with changees in system boundaries. When
W
considerinng the perspecttive of a comm
mune, some off the processess are an externnality and not calculated, such as
the energyy consumption of the internett used in the sm
mart lighting ssystem. The ennergy consumpption of the intternet
is generallly occurring at huge data cenntres of tech coompanies in Iceland or Califoornia for exam
mple.
One must keep in mindd that making use of ‘Internnet of Things’ includes a huuge amount off energy at the data
centres, w
which are diffiicult to measuure. Figure 9 sshows a Strenngths, Weakneesses, Opportuunities and Th
hreats
(SWOT) fframework from different pooints of view eemphasizing aand scrutinizinng the energy m
model itself an
nd its
results.

Figure 9. SW
WOT Framewoork (produced bby the authorss, 2017)
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The system provides a reduced carbon footprint in both scenarios due to the reduction in energy, which also,
through savings, mitigate the price difference between the luminaires, thus generating a return on investment,
from the difference on savings. Another strength is the perception of the adopter on innovation, which may
increase the awareness of the municipality and attract more inhabitants.
With governmental entities that might have debt, and the shift towards more energy saving products becomes
more challenging, the financial return and image from innovation might attract cities, when already in the
process of shifting to LED lighting, to choose the smart lighting system.
Another opportunity, which can be derived from the money savings in operating along the whole lifetime of a
pole is the possibility to outsource the costs through a Public Private Partnership (PPP) or bank loans, whom
might have benefits in investing in a more expensive system to profit from the energy savings. The smart
lighting system might also create new sources of revenue, for example, Los Angeles partnered with the telecom
provider AT&T to provide internet to clients through the poles, with the company increasing its coverage and
paying for the city to use the infrastructure, the company is also creating electrical vehicles charging stations on
poles (Maddox, 2016).
The energy flow model might not account for all externalities, such as the energy used for producing the
electronic devices used to monitor the system, or for the internet production or data centres to store long-term
data collection. Another variable is the number of items passing during the autonomous mode, since energy
reduction is achieved through a decrease of passing items, it is therefore necessary to analyse for each street the
major characteristics of district, the circumstances, and the inhabitants needs to enable a customized analysis and
implementation of smart lighting systems.
As for the electronic devices used, when assessing energy consumption, the energy savings achieved from the
usage of smart lighting in 23 years outpace the energy used for the devices production, but as for materials, some
resources used are scarce (e.g., lithium). From the environmental point of view the production of the electronic
devices must be not only analysed from a material or an energy flow perspective, but rather also from a water
usage perspective. The extraction of noble earths included in these electronical devices expend a huge amount of
water. In times of water scarcity, this issue should be also studied to derive an integral positive environmental
assessment of smart lighting. A lifecycle and full supply chain analysis, including the transition costs, regarding
the material flow of a smart lighting transaction could be object of further studies.
Considering that smart lighting systems (both autonomous and interoperable) have digital communications
implied, the systems could be hacked, impacting on the city illumination. It’s necessary to increase digital
security of those systems regularly to prevent attacks. Another threat is the long-term project status, where cities
might not be willing to engage in long term activities and changes in government might create conflicts for the
provider, even where contracts are in place.
5. Conclusion
This project focused on evaluating the energy consumption of LED street lighting, comparing smart and
conventional systems, to assess how clean technologies innovation address the issues they propose to solve. It’s
shown that smart lighting systems reduces the overall energy consumption even though there are more electrical
equipment installed and in use, versus traditional lighting systems.
With countries trying to reduce, through policy making, the use of energy, LED lighting for streets might be used
as a new alternative, and as this research shows, the energy savings from the smart lighting systems pays the
price difference from the conventional LED lighting system off through the savings in electrical consumption.
Considering finances, some cases show the possibility of increasing the source of revenue, through WiFi
connection on poles, or electrical vehicles charging stations, which brings even further financial results of
adopting this new technology.
In terms of energy savings, smart lighting systems reduces over 14% with a 10 lights system and 17% for
207 400 lights, when comparing to the regular LED systems, this savings brings not only financial results, but
also CO2eq reduction, especially when considering the Switzerland energy mix with imports from high emitting
sources. Therefore, a transition to smart lighting systems can improve the environmental sustainability of cities.
As for the downside, smart lighting is a tailor-made process, and every street should be evaluated for its potential.
Since trees, houses, garages, crosswalks, cars passing (e.g., proximity to a hospital or police station might
increase the traffic during the night time), and/or events can change the system structure, with an increased need
for sensors, for example, or when it’s not possible to use the smart lighting system due to the complexity.
Municipalities should use smart lighting systems where there’s the most possibility for impact, where dimming
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the lights can be optimal and flows of items passing somehow controlled, like paths and parks.
For achieving a sustainable status, one must account for externalities. For the smart lighting system to be
possible it’s necessary to have more equipment and materials involved, and this needs to be taken into
consideration. When going through the supply chain and considering the energy consumption for the production
and usage phases of smart and regular LED lighting systems, the dimming from smart lighting still have an
overall reduction in energy consumption, which shows that the transition to smart lighting system is overall more
environmentally sustainable.
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Appendix A
Calculations on the Smart Lighting System
Step 1
The night hours are calculated as a mean for each of the four seasons according to the following equation:
=

(1)

nj = the mean of night hours per day for seasonj
mt = total night hours in monthi
di = days in monthi
Mean of night
hours per day
14,47 ≈ 14
10,87 ≈ 11
9,56 ≈ 10
12,68 ≈ 13

Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall

Autonomous mode (fixed
despite season)
9 hours
9 hours
9 hours
9 hours

Fixed settings mode = night hours – autonomous mode
5 hours (1*)
2 hours (1**)
1 hour (1***)
4 hours (1****)

(2)

ℎ =9ℎ
Step 2

The total energy consumption per year of radars based on the assumptions done before is calculated according to
the following equation:
=

× 365

× 9ℎ
= 2 × 365

× 1,5 × 1ℎ
+
3600

×
× 9ℎ

0.6
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×

12 × 1,5 × 1ℎ
+ 0.2
3600

(3)
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= 1333..71
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= 48
801.36

(4)

ECRy = Ennergy consumpption of the raddars per year
n = Numbeer of radars ussed
DetecEnerrgy = Additionnal energy conssumption becaause of detectedd item
ConstantE
Energy = Consttant energy connsumption desspite item deteccted or not


ECRy eqqual to flow ‘E
Energy Supplyy’ and ‘Energy Emitted’ for eeach radar i={11,2,3,4}

Step 3
Scaling: T
The necessary equation
e
to callculate the perfformance depeendent on the intensity is:
=

+

×

(5)

1
100

30,40,50,60,70
0,80,90}
= {10,20,3

(6)
Ii = Intensity in per cent [%]
MinP = M
Minimal availabble performancce [W]
MaxP = M
Maximal availabble performannce [W]
Step 4
Calculatinng the general formula
f
for eacch luminaire iss:
≈

%

=

%
≈

%

.

×

= 1ℎ

−

≈

%

= 12 × 1
1.5 ×

%

= 1ℎ

−

≈

×

%

(7)
(8)

= 0.005ℎ

(9)

= 0.995ℎ

(10)

t≈I=100% = D
Duration of passsing items at llight intensity ≈ 100%
tI=40% = Duuration at light intensity 40%
%
Step 5
The energgy consumptioon for the fouur representativve nights for each season ccan be calculaated according
g the
following equation:
Insert (1*)),(1**),(1***),,(1****), (2),(55),(9),(10) intoo (11)
ECdj = ha x ( tI=40% x PI=440% + t≈I=100% x PI=100% ) + hf x PI=70%

(11)

ECd, winter= 9hours x (0.9995hours x 90W
W + 0.005hourss x 150W) + 5hhours x 120W = 1412.7Wh
ECd, winter = 5085.72 kJ/dday
ECd, spring = 9hours x ( 0.9995hours x 90 W+ 0.005hourrs x 150W ) + 2hours x 120W
W = 1052.7Whh
142

(12)
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ECd, spring = 3789.72 kJ/day

(13)

ECd, summer = 9hours x ( 0.995hours x 90W + 0.005hours x 150W ) + 1hour x 120W = 932.7Wh
ECd, summer = 3357.72 kJ/day

(14)

ECd, fall = 9hours x ( 0.995hours x 90W + 0.005hours x 150W ) + 4hours x 120W = 1292.7Wh
ECd, fall = 4653.72 kJ/day

(15)

ha = hours in autonomous mode
hf = hours in fixed settings mode
ECd,j = Energy consumption per day in season j per luminaire
Step 6
The final consumption per year of each luminaire:
Insert (12), (13), (14), (15) into (16)
=
=

365
× (5085.72
4

∑

×

(16)

,

+ 3789.72kJ + 3357.72kJ + 4653.72 kJ )
= 1,540,927.8 /

(17)

ECLy = Energy consumption throughout the whole year per luminaire [kJ/year]
ECd, j = Energy consumption per night in seasonj per luminaire[kJ/day]


ECLy equals the value of the flows ‘Energy Supply’ to each luminaire

Step 7
The amount of energy wasted is calculated as the percentage of the energy demand of each LED luminaire.
Insert (17) into (18):
=

×

= 1,540,927.8
 value
luminaire

of

‘Losses’
10

is

×

equal to the value of the
= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}.

. %

. %

(18)

= 500,801.54

flows

‘Energy

(19)
Losses’

leaving

each

The flow ‘Energy Emitted’ leaving each lumianaire, which represents the emitted light of the luminaires was
calculated through setting up the equations for the in-and output flows for a luminaire.
=

,
,

−

,

=

,

−
−

=0

,
,

(20)

Step 8
The energy supply and consumption for each controller (LuCo) on a luminaire:
= 0.75
= 0.75

× 24ℎ

(21)

× 24 × 365
× 365

= 6570 ℎ = 23652

/

(22)

ECCy = Energy supply and consumption of controller per year


The value of ‘ECCy’ equals the flows ‘Energy Supply’ and ‘Energy Emitted’ for each radar i={1,2,3,4}

Step 9:
The energy supply and consumption for the segment controller:
=

= 23652
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(23)
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ECSCy = Energy Consumption of a segment controller per year [Wh]
 The value of ‘ECSCy’ equals the flows ‘Energy Supply’ and ‘Energy Emitted’ of the process segment
controller
Step 10:
The energy supply and consumption per year:
= 3.16
= 3.16

× 2ℎ + 0.45

× 2ℎ + 0.45

× 22ℎ

× 365

× 22ℎ

(24)

× 365

= 5920,3

ℎ = 21,313.08

/

(25)

ECComy = Power consumption of the computer per year [kJ/year]


The value of ‘ECComy’ equals the flows ‘Energy Supply’ and ‘Energy Emitted’ of the process computer

Step 11:
The energy supply and consumption of the internal server:
= 50 ,

= 50

× 24ℎ

× 365

= 438.000

ℎ = 1,576.800

= 473.040


× 0.3
(26)

The value of ‘ECISy’ (26) equals the flows ‘Energy Supply’ and ‘Energy Emitted’ of the process ‘Server’

EFA Model: Smart lighting system
Processi
Distribution grid
Controller
Segmentcontroller
Luminaire + Driver + Motion Sensor 1
Luminaire + Driver 2
Luminaire + Driver 3
Luminaire + Driver 4
Luminaire + Driver 5
Luminaire + Driver 6
Luminaire + Driver 7
Luminaire + Driver 8
Luminaire + Driver 9
Luminaire + Driver + Motion Sensor 10
Radar
Internal server

Abbreviation
DG
Coi, i={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}
SC
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
Ri, i={1,2,3,4}
IS
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Figure 1. Eneergy Flow Moddel (Produced by the authorss, 2017)
Appendixx B
Conventioonal Lighting System
Step 1:
The conveentional lightinng system is coonstant at 80% in the fixed seetted mode;
Insert (1*)), (1**), (1***)), (1****) intoo (1):
Cdj = hf x PI =700%
EC

(1)

ECd, winnter= 14hours x 120W = 16800Wh = 6048 kJJ

(2)

ECd, sprring = 11hours x 120W = 13200Wh = 4752 kkJ

(3)

ECd, summmer = 10hours x 120W = 12000Wh = 4320 kkJ

(4)

ECd, falll = 13hours x 1120W = 1560W
Wh = 5616 kJ

(5)

Insert (2), (3), (4), (5) innto (6):
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∑

×

+ 4752

+ 4320

=
=

×

6048

 Value (7) equals flows

Vol. 12, No. 1; 2022

(6)

,

+ 5616

= 1,892,160.0

(7)

ℎ

,

= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)
Step 2:
Therefore, the transmission or heat losses were calculated also according equation (8).
=

(8)

× 32.5% × 100

32.5 %
= 614,952.0
100
 value of ‘Losses’ is equal to the value of the flows
,
leaving each Luminaire
= 1,892,160.0

×

= {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}

The flows
= {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10} , which represent the emitted light of the
,
luminaires, was calculated through setting up the equations for the in-and output flows for one luminaire.
=

,
,

−

,

=

,
,

= 1 277 208

−
/

Abbreviation
DG
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
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EFA Model: Conventional lighting system
Processi
Distribution grid
Luminaire + Driver 1
Luminaire + Driver 2
Luminaire + Driver 3
Luminaire + Driver 4
Luminaire + Driver 5
Luminaire + Driver 6
Luminaire + Driver 7
Luminaire + Driver 8
Luminaire + Driver 9
Luminaire + Driver 10

−

=0
(9)
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Figure 2. Conventional
C
S
Smart Lightingg Energy Flow
w (Produced byy the authors, 22017).
Appendixx C
Scaling Up for Both Syystems
The equatiion for calculaating the quanttities needed ffor each scalinng up scenario is done accorrding the following
equation:
=

1

×

150
=

=

4

×

10
=

1
1000

×
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×

(10)

Table 1. Quantities of each element in different scaling up scenarios in comparison [-]
System

Conventional lighting system
2nd scenario
3rd scenario
The commune of Ecublens
Half of all residential
streets in Switzerland
1050
103 700
1050
103 700

1st scenario

Luminaires
Radars
Controllers
Segment controllers
Internal server
Computers
Total quantity

10
10

4rd scenario
All residential streets of
Switzerland
207 400
207 400

Table 2. Quantities of each element in different scaling up scenarios in comparison [-]
System

Smart lighting system
2nd scenario
3rd scenario
The commune of Ecublens
Half of all residential
streets in Switzerland
1050
103 700
420
41 480
1050
103 700
7
691
1
104
1
104
2529
249 779

1st scenario

Luminaires
Radars
Controllers
Segment controllers
Internal server
Computers
Total quantity

10
4
10
1
1
1
27

4th scenario
All residential streets of
Switzerland
207 400
82 960
207 400
1 383
207
207
499 557

Calculation of the Scaling up flows in the smart lighting system:
= 1.540.927,8

,

,

= 4.801,36
= 23.652

,
,
,

×

×

= 23.652

×

= 21.313,08
= 473.040

,

×

×

×

Calculation of the Scaling up flows in the conventional lighting system:
,

= 1.892.160,0

×

(11)

Table 3. Energy consumption [kJ/y] of each process in different scaling up scenarios in comparison
System

Luminaires
Radars
Controllers
Segment controllers
Internal server
Computers
Total energy consumption

Conventional lighting system - Energy Consumption
1st scenario
2nd scenario
3rd scenario
The commune of Ecublens
Half of all residential
streets in Switzerland
18 921 600
1 968 768 000
196 216 992 000
18 921 600
1 968 768 000
196 216 992 000

148

4th scenario
All residential streets of
Switzerland
392 433 984 000
392 433 984 000
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Table 4. Energy consumption [kJ/y] of each process in different scaling up scenarios in comparison
System

Smart lighting system – Energy Consumption
2nd scenario
3rd scenario
The commune of Ecublens
Half of all residential
streets in Switzerland
1 617 974 190
159 794 212 290
2 016 571
199 160 413
24 834 600
2 452 712 400
165 564
16 351 416
496 692
49 054 248
22 378,73
2 216 560
1 645 509 996
162 513 707 300

1st scenario

Luminaires
Radars
Controllers
Segment controllers
Internal server
Computers
Total energy consumption

15 409 278
19 205
236 520
23 652
473 040
21 310
16 183 005

4th scenario
All residential streets in
Switzerland
319 588 425 700
398 320 826
4 905 424 800
32 702 832
98 108 496
4 411 810
325 027 394 500

Appendix D
Sensitivity Analysis on passing items
Step 1
The hours in which the smart lighting system operates in the autonomous mode stays constant.
(1)

ℎ =9ℎ
Step 2
The total energy consumption per year of a radar in the three scenarios:
=

× 365

× 9ℎ

× 1.5 × 1ℎ
+
3600

×

(2)

1st scenario: 10% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
= 2 × 365

× 9ℎ

0.6

×

12 × 1.10 × 1.5 × 1ℎ
+ 0,2
3600

= 4808.45

(3)

= 4819.1

(4)

2nd scenario: 25% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
= 2 × 365

× 9ℎ

0.6

×

12 × 1.25 × 1.5 × 1ℎ
+ 0,2
3600

3rd scenario: 40% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
= 2 × 365

× 9ℎ

0.6

×

12 × 1.40 × 1.5 × 1ℎ
+ 0.2
3600

= 4829.74

(5)

4th scenario: 100% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
= 2 × 365

× 9ℎ

0.6

12 × 2 × 1.5 × 1ℎ
+ 0.2
3600

×

= 4872.312

(6)

Step 3
The variable ‘ItemPass’ influences the duration of each intensity:
≈

%

=

×
%

= 1ℎ

st

1 scenario: 10% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’:
≈

%
%

= 12 × 1.1 × 1.5 ×

= 1ℎ

−

≈

%

1ℎ
= 0.0055ℎ
3600

= 0.9945ℎ

2nd scenario: 25% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
≈

%

= 12 × 1.25 × 1.5 ×

= 0.0063ℎ
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−

.

×

(7)

≈

%

(8)
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≈

%
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= 0.9938ℎ

rd

3 scenario: 40% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
≈

%
%

= 12 × 1.4 × 1.5 ×

= 1ℎ

−

≈

%

= 0.007ℎ

= 0.993ℎ

th

4 scenario: 100% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
≈

%
%

= 12 × 2 × 1.5 ×

= 1ℎ

−

≈

%

1ℎ
= 0.01ℎ
3600

= 0.99ℎ

Step 5
The energy consumption for the four representative nights for each season has to be adjusted due to the change
of the variable ‘t≈I=100%’:
ECdj = ha x ( tI=40% x PI=40% + t≈I=100% x PI=100% ) + hf x PI=70%
1 scenario: 10% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’:

(9)

st

ECd, winter= 9hours x (0.9945hours x 90W + 0.0055hours x 150W) + 5hours x 120W = 5086.69kJ
ECd, spring = 3790.69 kJ
ECd, summer = 3358.69 kJ
ECd, fall = 4654.69 kJ
2nd scenario: 25% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
ECd, winter = 5088.54kJ
ECd, spring = 3792.53 kJ
ECd, summer = 3360.54 kJ
ECd, fall = 4656.54 kJ
3rd scenario: 40% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
ECd, winter = 5089.61 kJ
ECd, spring = 3793.61 kJ
ECd, summer = 3361.61 kJ
ECd, fall = 4657.61 kJ
4th scenario: 100% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
ECd, winter = 5095.44 kJ
ECd, spring = 3799.44 kJ
ECd, summer = 3367.44 kJ
ECd, fall = 4663.44 kJ
Step 6
Finally the energy consumption of each luminaire can be calculated:
=

∑

×

,

1st scenario: 10% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’:
365
× (5086.69 + 3790.69kJ + 3358.69kJ + 4654.69 kJ ) = 1,541,281.85
4
2nd scenario: 25% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’:
=

150

(10)
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+ 3792.53kJ + 3360.54kJ + 4656.54 kJ ) = 1,541,956.19

/

3rd scenario: 40% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’:
365
× (5089.61 + 3793.61 + 3361.61
4
4th scenario: 100% increase of variable ‘ItemPass’
=

+ 4657.61

365
× (5095.44
+ 3799.44
+ 3367.44 + 4663.44
4
ECLy = Energy consumption throughout the whole year per luminaire [W/year]
=

) = 1,542,347.65

/

) = 1,544,475.60

/

ECd, j = Energy consumption per night in seasonj per luminaire[W/day]
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